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Abstract. Complexity of injury mechanisms in blast-like events requires constant evolution of
vulnerability modelling for improving the prediction of trauma consequences, and for the establishment
of mitigating strategies. Refinement of numerical techniques, along with appropriate material
characterization, leads to improved fidelity and accuracy with regards to injury assessment. However,
the accuracy of numerical models strongly relies on test data, specifically mechanical properties of
anatomical structures. Testing conditions that are representative of side-blast incidents are still to be
evaluated in order to improve models’ representativeness. This paper introduces a simplified finite
element model of a human neck to study the reaction of armour vehicle occupants exposed to sideblast incidents. The model was used to identify which anatomical structures may suffer injury and the
strain rates that neck tissues may experience. Based upon DRDC Valcartier results using a vertical
drop tower to approximate global acceleration induced by blast-like incidents, a velocity–time curve was
used as boundary conditions on the torso kinematics. Head and vertebrae were modelled as rigid
bodies with proper muscle and ligament attachments. Nuchal and anterior longitudinal ligaments were
included because of their role in stabilizing body joints subjected to excessive motion. Seven muscle
groups were modelled. The muscle models included fasciae to investigate whether they may play a
significant role in restraining neck motion. Simulation results showed that the anterior longitudinal
ligament strain reached a maximum of 20% in the C7-T1 portion and up to 100 % at the C0-C1 level
due to head hyper-extension. The soft connective tissues experienced important strain rate magnitude
-1
on the order of 200 s in the upper C0-C1 portion of the anterior longitudinal ligament. Therefore,
future anatomical FE models in side blast incidents should consider soft tissue properties at strain rates
-1
up to 300 s to account for variations in soft tissue constituents.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Injury criteria are often needed as design specifications for various devices that physically interact with
humans, particularly for those which protect individuals in falls, vehicle crashes or mine blasts as for
light armour vehicles (LAV). The establishment of meaningful injury criteria is, however, a
challenging task that is still under extensive studies.
In the 1950's-60's, it was acknowledged that both acceleration levels and duration of impacts had
to be considered when determining safety thresholds. Both Eiband (1959) [1] and Huculak (1990) [2]
wrote excellent reviews on the subject, providing data that clearly demonstrate that higher acceleration
levels are possible (80 to 100-G) when pulse durations are shorter (about 20 ms). A number of authors
(Stapp 1961 [3]; Zaborowski 1965 [4]) further pointed out the need to vary threshold levels depending
on the direction of the acceleration vector relative to the body. In his review, Eiband [1] did warn
readers that global acceleration limits can hardly be extended to all situations because seat impedance
and means to strap subjects to a seat may significantly change how the body react to the
platform/vehicle global acceleration level and, therefore, the resulting potential injury. Given this
uncertainty and variability in acceleration levels during impacts, a conservative approach was followed
and injury criteria were set in terms of seat/platform acceleration limits: 14.5-G for helicopter seat
applications (Desjardins and Harrison 1972 [5]) or 20-G for seat ejection systems (Eiband 1959). Such
low acceleration threshold, however, is irrelevant in many impact situations where acceleration levels
may exceed 20-G.
Less conservative criteria were then proposed. Regarding head injuries, the head average change
of momentum over a given time period was investigated, leading to criteria such as the GSI (i.e. Gadd
Severity Index; Gadd 1962 [6]) or the HIC (i.e. Head Injury Criterion; Lowenhielm 1975 [7]). Later
on, Newman (1986) [8] introduced a new criterion called the Generalized Acceleration Model for
Brain Injury (GAMBIT) that incorporates both linear and angular accelerations in the prediction of
head injury. More recently, Newman et al. (2000) [9] proposed a Head Impact Power (HIP) injury
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assessment function that relies essentially on the rate of change of the head kinetic energy, including
both linear and angular contributions in the computation. Chest injuries were also considered and led to
either the Combined Thorax Index (CTI) or the Trauma Thorax Index (TTI) (Digges 1998 [10]). Chest
contact forces were also proposed as injury criteria by Viano (1984) [11] and Eppinger (1976) [12].
Two decades ago, Lau and Viano (1986) [13] studied the validity of combining both compression and
chest compression rate into a single criterion named the VC criterion. That criterion is of particular
interest because it differentiates the resulting injury depending on the relative amplitude of
compression vs. compression rate and it includes tissue strain rate in the analysis, a novel approach at
that time.
The abovementioned criteria, however, all share the same weakness. The injury criteria were
determined by correlating criteria values to known injury databases or cadaver studies such as those
conducted to obtain the Wayne State Tolerance Curve (Lissner et al. 1960 [14]). Hence, their
application is limited to the specific impact conditions of reference. Knowledge acquired from these
specific tests is unfortunately not easily transferable to other impact situations.
Aware of these limitations, a number of investigators instead proposed criteria that are associated
with internal body stresses or strains/displacements. For instance, limits on loads were proposed at
various critical locations in the body, including the neck (King et al. 1981 [15]; Digges 1998), the
spine (Stech and Payne 1969 [16]; Shane 1985 [17]; Coltman 1983 [18]; Chandler 1985 [19]), the
chest (Viano, 1984; Eppinger 1976) or for the femur (10 kN upon Digges 1998). Brain motion was
recently investigated by King et al (2011) [20] while tissue strain was considered early by Stalnaker et
al. (1971) [21] as the Mean Strain Criteria (cited in Hannon 2006 [22]). Criteria based on internal
stresses or strains however, strongly rely on the availability of accurate models of the human body to
estimate those variables in various impact conditions.
A number of human body models and anthropomorphic test devices (ATD) models already exist
in the field of crashworthiness. Examples of available human models used in the past are the GEBOD
(Cheng et al. 1994 [23]; Lockhart 2010 [24]), the ATB (Cheng et al. 1998 [25]) and various ATD
models: Madymo and FTSS Hybrid III models. These models compute segment kinematics and joint
interacting forces during and following impact. Ultimately, injury criteria should be based on tissue
states/strain rates and precise tissue lesions of the anatomical structures, data that cannot be obtained
from the abovementioned models.
Anatomical models are required for that purpose, along with knowledge of tissue mechanical
properties (Sligtenhorst et al. 2006 [26]) and material failure. Anatomical models have greatly
improved over the last few years, thanks in part to the recent developments in imaging technologies.
But determination of tissue mechanical properties and associated material failure limits remain, from
our point of view, the main challenging issues. For instance, a whole body of literature already exists
on mechanical properties of biological tissues at low strain rate, but much less at higher values.
Sligtenhorst et al. (2006) recently reported bovine muscle tissue compressive response for strain rates
of 1000 s-1 to 2500 s-1 for a 80% strain, while Song et al. (2007) [27] succeeded to measure porcine
muscle tissue mechanical properties at up to 3650 s-1 for a 45% strain. These tests were performed
with split Hopkinson bars while McElhaney (1966) [28] tested bovine muscle tissue using a
compression impact gas-gun at strain rates ranging from 0.001 s-1 to 1000 s-1.
The use of tissue mechanical properties data from the abovementioned studies, for impacts
situations, is however questionable for many reasons. Firstly, tissue preparations were taken at
different time periods that are relative long post-mortem and tissue microstructure may have changed
upon preservation protocols. Secondly, tests were conducted on bovine tissue muscle in compression
while, in many instance, soft tissues are subjected to tension. Thirdly, bovine muscle tissue does
include connective tissues but with a lesser content than connective tissue anatomical structures that
are highly involved in body injuries due to high acceleration initial conditions namely, tendons,
ligaments and fasciae. Finally, except for McElhaney's data [28], strain rates measured may greatly
exceed those encountered in impact scenarios. Zhang et al (2008) [29] suggested that blasts events
should be in the range of 1000 to 3000 s-1 while strain rates are reported to be in the range of 1 s-1 for
motor vehicle crashes or falls. Therefore, there is no consensus on what strain rate should be used to
elaborate accurate human body models under various impact situations.
As a first approximation, one could simply extrapolate data from the abovementioned studies, at
representative strain rates of the impact scenario under study, assuming no significant variation in
mechanical properties with strain rate. From our point of view, this approach is not conservative. As a
matter of fact, literature suggests that soft tissues are polymer gels that exhibit phase transitions (e.g.
Tanaka 1992 [30]). Hence, they show a strong discontinuity in their physical properties at their glass
transition temperature Tg. Data from the literature indicate that connective soft tissue T g is in the order
of -1 oC for rat tail tendon native collagen fibers (Fathima et al. 2010 [31]), down to -10 oC for bovine
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tendon fascicle (Tzou et al. 1997 [32]), and between -5 to -1 oC for cornea (Seiler et al. 1983 [33]).
Therefore, based on the time-superposition principle (Lillie and Gosline 2002 [34]), if soft tissues are
exposed to sufficiently high strain rates during impacts or blasts, they may bring their Tg at about body
temperature. As a result, soft tissues would behave as a brittle material with very high static stiffness
during impact. As an example, pure elastin, one of the main components of soft tissues, when changing
from a rubbery to a glassy state, sees its tangent modulus change by a factor of 262 (Lillie and Gosline
2002). Unfortunately, we do not yet know whether connective tissues Tg can be raised up to body
temperature for strain rates in the range of those encountered in body impacts or mine blasts. If so,
current mechanical models of human body impacts may not be conservative and tissue failure may
occur much earlier than expected.
Obviously, there is a need to develop mechanical models of the human body that incorporate
accurate tissue material properties that span the whole possible range of strain rates encountered during
impacts or blasts. Given the technical complexity of developing systems that can measure valid tissue
properties over high strain rates, while maintaining viability of tissue cells, it is advisable to first
estimate the strain rate range than can be encountered in strenuous impact conditions such as mine
blasts. This constitutes the specific purpose of the present paper. A finite element anatomical model of
the neck and head was thus developed to estimate the maximum strain rate observed within the main
anatomical structures when a seated individual was subjected to a mine blast event. We focused on the
neck because it is known to be one of the sites of injuries during blasts (Ramasamy et al. 2008 [35])
and most likely, a region where high strain rates should be observed.

2.

METHODOLOGY

A finite element (FE) model of a human body seated laterally in a LAV was developed using LS-Dyna
Hydrocode. Overall FE model included 797836 nodes and 697874 elements. Given that we focused
our study on the neck region, we assumed a rigid torso (3680 rigid elements) and we modelled relevant
anatomical structures that restrain head motion: vertebrae (37744 rigid elements), the nuchal fasciae or
ligament (12690 tension-only membrane elements), the neck muscles (454934 hexahedral elements),
muscle fasciae (178056 tension-only membrane elements) and the anterior ligament (532 tension-only
membrane elements). We did not use existing mannequin FE models since, although they provide rigid
body kinematics and joint forces and moments, they provide no information on the loading of the
detailed anatomical structures. Such information is important because protective headgears should
primarily target the critical anatomical structures that may be first injured. Neck models of various
complexities have been developed previously (Linder 2000 [36]; Küçük 2007 [37]; Jiango et a. 2007
[38]; Bourdet and Willinger 2008 [39]), but these models show important limitations regarding
damages sustained by soft tissues. Soft tissues (muscles and ligaments) are sometimes modelled with
1D-elements (Wittek et al. 2001 [40]; Van Lopik and Acar 2004 [41]; Teo 2007 [42]; Panzer 2011
[43]) to include their influence on head motion. However, since soft tissues are not explicitly
represented, their internal stress and strain evaluation is limited.

Figure 1: Geometry of Vertebrae and IV Discs as used in the neck model.
Head and vertebrae were modelled as rigid bodies and their dimensions were adjusted to
accurately locate muscles and ligaments attachments according to McMinn et al. (1993) [44] as shown
in Figure 1 and Table 1. Vertebrae densities were adjusted individually to simulate individual vertebrae
masses (Stemper et al. 2006) [45]. Inter-Vertebral (IV) discs were modelled with 3D elements (6944
hexahedral elements) that can predict the shear stress experienced by each disc. The IV discs’
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mechanical properties were adjusted to approach the stiffnesses reported by Küçük (2007) given in
Table 2. A torsion spring element was located at joint C0-C1 while joint C1-C2 had to be stiffened
slightly more to avoid numerical instabilities. Ligaments were also included in the numerical model
because of their stabilizing role in the joint articulations during large joint motions. Both the nuchal
and the anterior longitudinal ligaments were modelled using shell elements (assuming a uniform
thickness of 2 mm) to study the stress and strain distribution. The ligament material properties were
adjusted using data from Stemper et al. (2006), with a Young modulus of 19 MPa.
Table 1: Vertebrae dimensions as used in the finite element model (upon McMinn (1993)).

Table 2: Intervertebral segment stiffness (upon Küçük (2007)).

Seven important muscles groups were modelled. They are the trapezius, the levator scapulae, the
longissimus, the longus, the scalenus, the splenius capitis and the sternocleidomastoid. These seven
groups were considered because they are known to play a significant role in controlling head motion
during impacts (Conley et al. 1997) [46]. Each muscle core was modelled using 3D elements and a
linear isotropic constitutive model with a Young modulus of 11 MPa (data extrapolated from
McElhaney 1966), and the bulk material was surrounded by a connective tissue envelope modelled
with shell elements that have different mechanical properties. Since fascia mechanical properties are
not well documented, a sensitivity analysis was performed in the numerical simulations varying fascia
stiffness to evaluate its impact on the results. Kureshi et al. (2008) [47] measured transversalis fascia
Young modulus between 0.4 MPa and 10 MPa. The Zeng et al. (2003) [48] study on nasal fascia
showed a modulus around 6 MPa. Since these two studies were performed at very low strain rate and
since an increase of strain rate is known to cause the stiffening of soft connective tissues (Haut and
Haut 1997 [49]; Panjabi et al. 1998 [50]; Crisco et al. 2002 [51]; Koh et al. 2004 [52]; Ng et al. 2004
[53]; Sligtenshorst et al. 2006; Song et al. 2007) a nominal Young modulus of 22 MPa was used across
the model. This simplified fascia-bulk material model of a muscle, inspired from the work of Hukins et
al. 1990 [54]), is unusual but it provides, from our point of view, a much better muscle model
approximation than a simple 1D element. The cross-sectional area for each muscle was based on MRI
measurements on 20 active students (Conley et al. 1997) and muscular density was set to 1.112 g/cm3
(Ward and Lieber 2005 [55]). Table 3 summarizes the origin, insertion and cross-section areas used in
each muscle model. Notice that muscles were considered as passive components, with no reflex loop,
since typical blast duration are well under reflex response times; reflex contraction does not initiate in
sufficient time to mitigate whiplash injuries and do not alter spinal kinematics (Stemper 2006). The
level of muscle contraction was indirectly studied by performing a sensitivity analysis on muscle
properties.
Table 3: Characteristics of muscle groups selected in the FEM (upon Conley et al. (1997))
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Although the overall model was three-dimensional in nature, the input to the model was a planar
motion of muscle and ligament attachments at the torso level. The prescribed motion was obtained in
two phases. The first phase consisted in performing real side blast tests on a vehicle and measuring
typical velocity profiles of a seat where potential occupants could be seated. In the second phase, this
velocity profile was then reproduced using a vertical drop tower testing facility developed by Defence
Research and Development Canada (DRDC) Valcartier, to determine, this time, a velocity profile (see
Figure 2) of a Hybrid III mannequin torso during drop and subsequent impacts. All material properties
were assumed to be linear as a first approximation. Computer simulations were performed with LSDYNA 971 software on MAMMOUTH-SERIE II (A super-computer of the Réseau Québécois de
Calcul de Haute Performance, with a peak compute performance of 27 596 GFlops).

Figure 2: Torso motion imposed in the model.
3.

RESULTS

Simulation results show that the anterior longitudinal ligament strain reaches a maximum of 20% in
the C7-T1 portion and up to 100% at the C0-C1 level, causing an excessive hourglass of the elements
which in turn led to error termination. There are two instances when the anterior longitudinal ligament
reaches a peak of deformation. Firstly, it occurs when the head reaches its maximal backward position
(at ~30ms, Figure 3). At that moment, the lower neck experiences tension and the lower portion of the
anterior longitudinal ligament (between C7-T1) is maximally deformed (18%) and the upper portion
(C0-C1) does not experience any tension (upper neck flexion). Secondly, after reaching that position,
the head bounces forward (Figure 3) and the upper neck experiences a hyper-flexion until the strain in
the C0-C1 anterior longitudinal ligament portion becomes excessive, leading to premature termination
of the simulation. The nuchal ligament strain reaches 35% while the head bounces forward and its
recoil is the cause of the anterior longitudinal ligament high deformation in the upper (C0-C1) portion
(Figure 4). The nuchal ligament reaches a maximal deformation at the same time (~30ms) as the
anterior longitudinal ligament lower (C7-T1) portion. The nuchal ligament experiences its 35%
maximal strain locally near C1 while the trapezius and sternocleidomastoid fasciae experience a
maximal deformation limited to 14% (Figure 6). A sensitivity analysis of the ligaments and muscle
fascia mechanical properties show that only the ligaments significantly affect head motion (Figure 5).
Hence, mechanical properties of ligaments are critical in determining the severity of neck injuries.

Figure 3: Head and neck motion during simulations.
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Figure 4: Strains and strain-rates experienced by ligaments.

Figure 5: Influence of ligament mechanical properties on head motion.

Figure 6: Maximal strain experienced by fasciae
Simulation results show that soft connective tissues experienced important strain rates. The
higher portion (C0-C1) of the anterior longitudinal ligament experiences a strain-rate of 200 s-1 over
the entire inter-vertebral region. The nuchal ligament reaches up to 40 s-1 in the same region (C0-C1)
over a relatively wide area. Fasciae also show important strain rates but more locally and over short
period of time. While strain rates of levator scapulae and splenius capitis fasciae remain negligible,
other muscle fasciae (trapezius, longissimus, scalenus, sternocleidomastoid and longus) reach as high
as 100 to 200 s-1.

4.

DISCUSSION

The use of advanced human body anatomical models as a mean to specify injury criteria helps
avoiding unnecessary conservatism. Anatomical models provide a significant advantage over
mechanical models (typical for crashworthiness): they can be used in different impact scenarios and as
such, they provide a means to establish more precise injury criteria. They can also help to identify
injury mechanisms that may vary depending on the kinematics of the impact (cf. Lau and Viano 1986).
For example, our study was conducted in order to figure out how to protect vehicle occupants
against side blasts, given that occupants usually sit in a transverse direction. Results from our study
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show that maximal strains are generally in the order of 15% to 35% for the anterior ligament at the
different spinal levels (except at the higher extremity where it shows more than 100% and is more
likely to rupture), similar to those reported by Ivancic et al. (2004) [56] who used a whole cervical
spine mechanical model for studying whiplash. The new insight that emerges from our simulations is
that head hyperextension follows a rebound from a hyperflexion of the neck, assuming that the nuchal
ligament can sustain the load. In any case, failure of the nuchal ligament or the anterior longitudinal
ligament in the C0-C1 region may lead to C0-C1 dislocation, an undesired situation. Hence, the injury
mechanism proposed here suggests that both head hyperextension and hyperflexion must be limited by
protective devices to limit neck injuries.
Predicted strains and strain rates bring some discussions about mechanical properties which
should be observed at these levels. Results from Snedeker et al. (2005) [57] on porcine and human
kidney capsules, which show strain and strain rates close to our results (ultimate strains of about 25%
at a 200 s-1 strain rate), are actually very interesting regarding the possibility of connective tissue glass
transitions at such strain rates. They report an elastic modulus E2 drastically changing at a strain rate of
20 s-1. Alternative models that include glass transition phenomena could potentially explain their
results. Further testing at various intermediate strain rate levels (10 to 1000 s-1) should be conducted,
however, to make sure that glass transition phenomena occur or not in this particular region which,
incidentally, is the strain rate region observed in our simulations.
The model that we propose made a first attempt at including connective tissue fascia in the
muscle models to investigate whether the presence of fascia would result in muscles playing a more
significant role in restraining neck motion. The fascial muscle, although highly simplified, did not
show additional muscle influence on neck motion that was shown to be mainly associated with
ligament action. A refined model with more realistic honeycomb type fascia structure (Kjaer 2004
[58]) and mechanical properties dependent on strain rate could, however, affect this conclusion.
Results from our simulations indicate that soft tissue characterization should be conducted over a strain
rate varying from quasi static to a maximum of 300 s-1 in blast event situations. Those levels are
incidentally well below those tested in the muscle characterization studies conducted by Sligtenshorst
et al. (2006) or Song et al. (2007). They are, however, coherent with rabbit chest compression data
reported by Lau and Viano (1986), muscle tissue compression data measured by McElhaney (1966) or
kidney capsules measurements by Snedeker et al. (2005).
Predicting strain rates with models using mechanical properties which are valid at these same
strain rates is somehow an iterative solution process, given that models are used to determine test data
they need in order to be themselves valid. A simplified model such as the one that we propose in this
paper, with linear mechanical properties might be used as a starting point. Given that material
properties increase with strain rate, a linear model necessarily ends up with strain rates that are
maximally conservative. If soft tissues get further characterized over this strain rate range, model
results would be recomputed with new tissue properties, which would most likely be within strain rates
that occur in the updated model. Improvement in the anatomical models could be easily considered
given recent advances in finite element studies of the human body (e.g Shirazi-Adl 2006 [59]).
However, we do not expect major variations in the model outcome for the estimation of the maximum
strain rate range that occur in blast events. Moreover, more complex models may require more
complex tissue characterization studies.
In this paper, we only considered the kinematics at the neck. When considering whole body
response to mine blasts, other injury mechanisms may be involved. Shock waves produced are
transmitted through the skull/spine up to the brain structures and those may induce local strains that
may rupture critical regions of the brain (Kato et al. 2007 [60]). In addition, large accelerations of skull
segments or skull deformations might also induce complex internal detrimental stresses to brain
structures (Moss et al. 2009 [61]). Those phenomena, although important, were not investigated in this
paper, neither were injuries at the lungs or the heart which are known to be sites for injuries in impact
tests (Eiband 1959) or blasts (Ramasamy et al. 2008).
Our study shows the importance of an adequate design for military vehicle seats to absorb shock
and dynamic loadings. An excellent design needs to focus on protecting the occupants not only from
an IED’s attack, but also in the event of an accident and at lower impacts (lower amplitude, long
duration). Advanced shock absorption product already exists in the market but each design/material
has its limitation. For example, the widespread use of foams in the industry comes from their unique
compressive stress-strain behavior. However, most foams under very high strain rate enter their
densification regime and thus amplify shock wave overpressure. Recent investigations suggest the use
of polymeric foam in multi-layer protection systems.
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5.

CONCLUSION

This paper introduced a simplified finite element anatomical model of the neck to evaluate soft tissue
strain rates that occur in the neck of light armour vehicle occupants exposed to side blasts. Results
show that major soft tissue strains occur in the anterior longitudinal ligament during a neck
hyperextension if a prior hyperextension-hyperflexion motion is made possible by the neck soft tissues
i.e. if no tissue failure occurs beforehand. Our study suggests that neck failure occurs in the nuchal
and/or anterior ligament at C0-C1 level such that the design of protective devices should therefore
focus on limiting both head extension and flexion to avoid excessive rotation in that vertebral segment.
Soft tissues sustain very high strain rate, in the range of 200 s-1 or 20 000 %/s. Such levels indicate the
need to include more realistic soft tissue strain rate dependent tensile properties, including material
failure thresholds in tension, for up to 300 s-1. Although the model was based on linear material
properties, results would not change significantly with more advanced anatomical models of the neck.
Fasciae were included in a new muscle model, but despite this more accurate approach to modelling
muscles, simulations show that protecting individuals by pre-contracting neck muscles is probably not
an interesting approach to help limit neck injuries as the response is dominated by neck ligaments
response.
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